
LMR61428

SIMPLE SWITCHER® 14Vout, 2.85A Step-Up Voltage Regulator in
MSOP

Features
● 1.2V to 14V Input Voltage

● Adjustable Output Voltage up to 14V

● Switch current up to 2.85A

● Up to 2 MHz Switching Frequency

● Low shutdown Iq, <1µA

● Cycle by cycle current limitting

● MSOP-8 packaging (3.0 x 5.0 x 1.09mm)

● WEBENCH® enabled

Performance Benefits
● Tight accuracy for powering digital ICs

● Extremely easy to use

● Tiny overall solution reduces system cost

Applications
● Boost/SEPIC conversions from 3.3V, 5V, and 12V

● Space constrained applications

● LCD displayed

● LED applications

System Performance
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Efficiency vs Load Current
VOUT = 3.3V
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Typical Application Circuit
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Connection Diagram

Mini SO-8 (MM) Package

30196818

Top View

Ordering Information

Order Number Package Type
Package

Drawing
Package Marking Supplied As

LMR61428XMMX Mini SO-8 MUA08A S06A 3000 Units on Tape and Reel

LMR61428XMM Mini SO-8 MUA08A S06A 1000 Units on Tape and Reel

Pin Description

Pin Name Function

1 PGND Power Ground

2 EN Active-Low Shutdown Input

3 FREQ Frequency Adjust. An external resistor connected between this pin and Pin 6 (VDD) sets the switching

frequency of the LMR61428.

4 FB Output Voltage Feedback

5 SGND Signal Ground

6 VDD Power Supply for Internal Circuitry

7 BOOT Bootstrap Supply for the Gate Drive of Internal MOSFET Power Switch

8 SW Drain of the Internal MOSFET Power Switch

LMR61428
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1)

If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, please contact the Texas Instruments Sales Office/ Distributors for
availability and specifications.

SW Pin Voltage −0.5 V to 14.5V

BOOT, VDD, EN and FB Pins −0.5V to 10V

FREQ Pin 100µA

θJA (Note 2) 240°C/W

TJmax (Note 2) 150°C

Storage Temperature Range −65°C to +150°C

Lead Temp. (Soldering, 5 sec) 260°C

Power Dissipation (TA=25°C) (Note 2) 500mW

ESD Rating (Note 3) 2kV

  

Operating Conditions (Note 1)

VDD Pin 2.5V to 5V

FB, EN Pins 0 to VDD

BOOT Pin 0 to 10V

Ambient Temperature (TA) −40°C to +85°C

Electrical Characteristics
Limits in standard typeface are for TJ = 25°C, and limits in boldface  type apply over the full operating temperature range of −40°
C to +85°C. Unless otherwise specified: VDD= VOUT= 3.3V.

Symbol Parameter Condition Min Typ Max Units

VIN_ST Minimum Start-Up Supply

Voltage (Note 4)

ILOAD = 0mA  1.1 1.2 V

VIN_OP Minimum Operating Supply

Voltage (once started)

ILOAD = 0mA  0.65 V

VFB FB Pin Voltage  1.2028 1.24 1.2772 V

VOUT_MAX Maximum Output Voltage   14  V

VHYST Hysteresis Voltage (Note 5) At Feedback Pin  30 45 mV

η Efficiency VIN = 3.6V;VOUT = 5V;ILOAD = 0.5A  87  
%

VIN = 2.5V;VOUT = 3.3V;ILOAD = 0.2A  87  

D Switch Duty Cycle  60 70 80 %

IDD Operating Quiescent Current

(Note 6)

FB Pin > 1.3V; EN Pin at VDD  
80

110 µA

ISD Shutdown Quiescent Current

(Note 7)

VDD, BOOT and SW Pins at 5.0V;

EN Pin <200mV

 
0.01

2.5 µA

ICL Switch Peak Current Limit   2.85  A

RDS_ON MOSFET Switch On Resistance   0.17  Ω
Enable Section

VEN_LO EN Pin Voltage Low (Note 8)    0.15VDD V

VEN_HI EN Pin Voltage High (Note 8)  0.7VDD  V

Note 1: Absolute maximum ratings indicate limits beyond which damage to the device may occur. Electrical specifications do not apply when operating the device
outside of its rated operating conditions.

Note 2: The maximum power dissipation must be derated at elevated temperatures and is dictated by Tjmax (maximum junction temperature), θJA (junction to
ambient thermal resistance), and TA (ambient temperature). The maximum allowable power dissipation at any temperature is Pdmax = (Tjmax - TA)/ θJA or the number
given in the Absolute Maximum Ratings, whichever is lower.

Note 3:  The human body model is a 100 pF capacitor discharged through a 1.5 kΩ resistor into each pin. For Pin 8 (SW) the ESD rating is 1.5 kV.

Note 4: Output in regulation, VOUT = VOUT (NOMINAL) ± 5%

Note 5: This is the hysteresis value of the internal comparator used for the gated-oscillator control scheme.

Note 6: This is the current into the VDD pin.

Note 7: This is the total current into pins VDD, BOOT, SW and FREQ.

Note 8: When the EN pin is below VEN_LO, the regulator is shut down; when it is above VEN_HI, the regulator is operating.
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Typical Performance Characteristics All curves taken at TA = 25°C, unless specified otherwise.

Efficiency vs Load Current
VOUT = 5.0V
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Efficiency vs Load Current
VOUT = 3.3V
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VFB vs Temperature
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IOP vs Temperature
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ISD vs Temperature, VDD = 5V
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ISD vs VDD
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IOP vs VDD

 

30196807

VIN_ST vs Load Current
VOUT = 3.3V

30196808

Switching Frequency vs RFQ
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Peak Inductor Current vs
Load Current
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Minimum Input Voltage vs
Load Current
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Simplified Block Diagram

30196814

FIGURE 1. Block Diagram
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Detailed Description

OPERATING PRINCIPLE

The LMR61428 is designed to provide step-up DC-DC voltage regulation in battery-powered and low-input voltage systems. It
combines a step-up switching regulator, N-channel power MOSFET, built-in current limit, thermal limit, and voltage reference in a
single 8-pin MSOP package. The switching DC-DC regulator boosts an input voltage between 1.2V and 14V to a regulated output
voltage between 1.24V and 14V that is limited by a fixed maximum duty cylcle of 70%. The LMR61428 starts from a low 1.1V input
and remains operational down to 0.65V.

This device is optimized for use in cellular phones and other applications requiring a small size, low profile, as well as low quiescent
current for maximum battery life during stand-by and shutdown. A high-efficiency gated-oscillator topology offers an output of up
to 1A.

Additional features include a built-in peak switch current limit, and thermal protection circuitry.

GATED OSCILLATOR CONTROL SCHEME

A unique gated oscillator control scheme enables the LMR61428 to have an ultra-low quiescent current and provides a high effi-
ciency over a wide load range. The switching frequency of the internal oscillator is programmable using an external resistor and
can be set between 300 kHz and 2 MHz.

This control scheme uses a hysteresis window to regulate the output voltage. When the output voltage is below the upper threshold
of the window, the LMR61428 switches continuously with a fixed duty cycle of 70% at the switching frequency selected by the user.
During the first part of each switching cycle, the internal N-channel MOSFET switch is turned on. This causes the current to ramp
up in the inductor and store energy. During the second part of each switching cycle, the MOSFET is turned off. The voltage across
the inductor reverses and forces current through the diode to the output filter capacitor and the load. Thus when the LMR61428
switches continuously, the output voltage starts to ramp up. When the output voltage hits the upper threshold of the window, the
LMR61428 stops switching completely. This causes the output voltage to droop because the energy stored in the output capacitor
is depleted by the load. When the output voltage hits the lower threshold of the hysteresis window, the LMR61428 starts switching
continuously again causing the output voltage to ramp up towards the upper threshold. Figure 2 shows the switch voltage and
output voltage waveforms.

Because of this type of control scheme, the quiescent current is inherently very low. At light loads the gated oscillator control scheme
offers a much higher efficiency compared to the conventional PWM control scheme.

30196815

FIGURE 2. Typical Step-Up Regulator Waveforms

LOW VOLTAGE START-UP

The LMR61428 can start-up from input voltages as low as 1.1V. On start-up, the control circuitry switches the N-channel MOSFET
continuously at 70% duty cycle until the output voltage reaches 2.5V. After this output voltage is reached, the normal step-up
regulator feedback and gated oscillator control scheme take over. Once the device is in regulation it can operate down to a 0.65V
input, since the internal power for the IC can be boot-strapped from the output using the VDD pin.

SHUTDOWN

The LMR61428 features a shutdown mode that reduces the quiescent current to less than a guaranteed 2.5µA over temperature.
This extends the life of the battery in battery powered applications. During shutdown, all feedback and control circuitry is turned
off. The regulator's output voltage drops to one diode drop below the input voltage. Entry into the shutdown mode is controlled by
the active-low logic input pin EN (Pin 2). When the logic input to this pin pulled below 0.15VDD, the device goes into shutdown
mode. The logic input to this pin should be above 0.7VDD for the device to work in normal step-up mode.

LMR61428
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OUTPUT VOLTAGE RIPPLE FREQUENCY

A major component of the output voltage ripple is due to the hysteresis used in the gated oscillator control scheme. The frequency
of this voltage ripple is proportional to the load current. The frequency of this ripple does not necessitate the use of larger inductors
and capacitors. The size of these components is determined by the switching frequency of the oscillator which can be set upto
2MHz using an external resistor.

INTERNAL CURRENT LIMIT AND THERMAL PROTECTION

An internal cycle-by-cycle current limit serves as a protection feature. This is set high enough (2.85A typical, approximately 4A
maximum) so as not to come into effect during normal operating conditions. An internal thermal protection circuitry disables the
MOSFET power switch when the junction temperature (TJ) exceeds about 160°C. The switch is re-enabled when TJ drops below
approximately 135°C.

Design Procedure

SETTING THE OUTPUT VOLTAGE

The output voltage of the step-up regulator can be set between 1.24V and 14V. But because of the gated oscillator scheme, the
maximum possible input to output boost ratio is fixed. For a boost regulator,

VOUT / VIN = 1 / [1−D]

The LMR61428 has a fixed duty cycle, D, of 70% typical. Therefore,

VOUT / VIN = 1 / 0.3

This sets the maximum possible boost ratio of VIN to VOUT to about 3 times. The user can now estimate what the minimum design
inputs should be in order to achieve a desired output, or what the output would be when a certain minimum input is applied. E.g.
If the desired VOUT was 14V, then the least VIN should be higher than VOUT / 3. If the input voltage fell below this threshold, the
output voltage would not be regulated because of the fixed duty cycle. If the minimum VIN was guaranteed at 2V, the max possible
VOUT would be VIN * 3.

The VOUT is set by connecting a feedback resistive divider made of RF1 and RF2. The feedback resistor values are selected as
follows:

RF2 = RF1 /[(VOUT/ 1.24) −1]

A value of 150kΩ is suggested for RF1. Then, RF2 can be selected using the above equation. A 39pF capacitor (Cff) connected
across RF2 helps in feeding back most of the AC ripple at VOUT to the FB pin. This helps reduce the peak-to-peak output voltage
ripple as well as improve the efficiency of the step-up regulator, because a set hysteresis of 30mV at the FB pin is used for the
gated oscillator control scheme.

BOOTSTRAPPING

When the output voltage (VOUT) is between 2.5V and 5.0V a bootstrapped operation is suggested. This is achieved by connecting
the VDD pin (Pin 6) to VOUT. However if the VOUT is outside this range, the VDD pin should be connected to a voltage source whose
range is between 2.5V and 5V. This can be the input voltage (VIN), VOUT stepped down using a linear regulator, or a different voltage
source available in the system. This is referred to as non-bootstrapped operation. The maximum acceptable voltage at the BOOT
pin (Pin 7) is 10V.

SETTING THE SWITCHING FREQUENCY

The switching frequency of the oscillator is selected by choosing an external resistor (RFQ) connected between FREQ and VDD
pins. See the following graph for choosing the RFQ value to achieve the desired switching frequency. A high switching frequency
allows the use of very small surface mount inductors and capacitors and results in a very small solution size. A switching frequency
between 300kHz and 2MHz is recommended.

Switching Frequency vs RFQ

 

30196809
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INDUCTOR SELECTION

The LMR61428's high switching frequency enables the use of a small surface mount inductor. A 6.8µH shielded inductor is sug-
gested for a typical application. The inductor should have a saturation current rating higher than the peak current it will experience
during circuit operation (see following graph). Less than 100mΩ ESR is suggested for high efficiency.

Peak Inductor Current vs
Load Current

30196810

Open-core inductors cause flux linkage with circuit components and interfere with the normal operation of the circuit. They should
be avoided. For high efficiency, choose an inductor with a high frequency core material, such as ferrite, to reduce the core losses.
To minimize radiated noise, use a toroid, pot core or shielded core inductor. The inductor should be connected to the SW pin as
close to the IC as possible. See

OUTPUT DIODE SELECTION

A Schottky diode should be used for the output diode. The forward current rating of the diode should be higher than the load current,
and the reverse voltage rating must be higher than the output voltage. Do not use ordinary rectifier diodes, since slow switching
speeds and long recovery times cause the efficiency and the load regulation to suffer.

INPUT AND OUTPUT FILTER CAPACITORS SELECTION

While tantalum chip capacitors are recommended for the input and output filter capacitors, ceramic caps can also be used. A 22µF
capacitor is suggested for the input filter capacitor. It should have a DC working voltage rating higher than the maximum input
voltage. A 68µF tantalum capacitor is suggested for the output capacitor. The DC working voltage rating should be greater than
the output voltage. Very high ESR values (>3Ω) should be avoided.

PC BOARD LAYOUT

High switching frequencies and high peak currents make a proper layout of the PC board an important part of design. Poor design
can cause excessive EMI and ground-bounce, both of which can cause malfunction and loss of regulation by corrupting voltage
feedback signal and injecting noise into the control section.

Power components - such as the inductor, input and output filter capacitors, and output diode - should be placed as close to the
regulator IC as possible, and their traces should be kept short, direct and wide. The ground pins of the input and output filter
capacitors and the PGND and SGND pins of LMR61428 should be connected using short, direct and wide traces. The voltage
feedback network (Rfbt, Rfbb, and Cff) should be kept very close to the FB pin. Noisy traces, such as from the SW pin, should be
kept away from the FB and VDD pins. The traces that run between Vout and the FB pin of the IC should be kept away from the
inductor flux. Always provide sufficient copper area to dissipate the heat due to power loss in the circuitry and prevent the thermal
protection circuitry in the IC from shutting the IC down. Additional ground planes as intermediate levels help with shielding and
improve EMI mitigation.

LMR61428
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Application examples

EXAMPLE 1. 5V/0.5A Step-Up Regulator

30196812

U1 Texas Instruments LMR61428XMM

C1 Vishay/Sprague 595D226X06R3B2T, Tantalum

C2 Vishay/Sprague 595D686X0010C2T, Tantalum

D1 Motorola MBRS140T3

L Coilcraft DT1608C-682

LMR61428
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EXAMPLE 2. 2mm Tall 5V/0.2A Step-Up Regulator for Low Profile Applications

30196817

U1 Texas Instruments LMR61428XMM

C1 Vishay/Sprague 592D156X06R3B2T, Tantalum

C2 Vishay/Sprague 592D336X06R3C2T, Tantalum

D1 Motorola MBRS140T3

L Vishay/Dale ILS-3825-03

LMR61428
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Physical Dimensions inches (millimeters) unless otherwise noted

8-Lead Mini SO-8 (MM)
Package Number MUA08AFor Order Numbers, refer to the table in the "Ordering Information" section of this document.

LMR61428
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Notes
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Notes

IMPORTANT NOTICE

Texas Instruments Incorporated and its subsidiaries (TI) reserve the right to make corrections, enhancements, improvements and other
changes to its semiconductor products and services per JESD46C and to discontinue any product or service per JESD48B. Buyers should
obtain the latest relevant information before placing orders and should verify that such information is current and complete. All semicon-
ductor products (also referred to herein as "components") are sold subject to TI's terms and conditions of sale supplied at the time of order
acknowledgment.

TI warrants performance of its components to the specifications applicable at the time of sale, in accordance with the warranty in TI's terms
and conditions of sale of semiconductor products. Testing and other quality control techniques are used to the extent TI deems necessary
to support this warranty. Except where mandated by applicable law, testing of all parameters of each component is not necessarily per-
formed.

TI assumes no liability for applications assistance or the design of Buyers' products. Buyers are responsible for their products and appli-
cations using TI components. To minimize the risks associated with Buyers' products and applications, Buyers should provide adequate
design and operating safeguards.

TI does not warrant or represent that any license, either express or implied, is granted under any patent right, copyright, mask work right,
or other intellectual property right relating to any combination, machine, or process in which TI components or services are used. Information
published by TI regarding third-party products or services does not constitute a license to use such products or services or a warranty or
endorsement thereof. Use of such information may require a license from a third party under the patents or other intellectual property of
the third party, or a license from TI under the patents or other intellectual property of TI.

Reproduction of significant portions of TI information in TI data books or data sheets is permissible only if reproduction is without alteration
and is accompanied by all associated warranties, conditions, limitations, and notices. TI is not responsible or liable for such altered docu-
mentation. Information of third parties may be subject to additional restrictions. Resale of TI components or services with statements
different from or beyond the parameters stated by TI for that component or service voids all express and any implied warranties for the
associated TI component or service and is an unfair and deceptive business practice.

TI is not responsible or liable for any such statements. Buyer acknowledges and agrees that it is solely responsible for compliance with all
legal, regulatory and safety-related requirements concerning its products, and any use of TI components in its applications, notwithstanding
any applications-related information or support that may be provided by TI. Buyer represents and agrees that it has all the necessary
expertise to create and implement safeguards which anticipate dangerous consequences of failures, monitor failures and their conse-
quences, lessen the likelihood of failures that might cause harm and take appropriate remedial actions. Buyer will fully indemnify TI and
its representatives against any damages arising out of the use of any TI components in safety-critical applications.

In some cases, TI components may be promoted specifically to facilitate safety-related applications. With such components, TI's goal is to
help enable customers to design and create their own end-product solutions that meet applicable functional safety standards and require-
ments. Nonetheless, such components are subject to these terms.

No TI components are authorized for use in FDA Class III (or similar life-critical medical equipment) unless authorized officers of the parties
have executed a special agreement specifically governing such use.

Only those TI components which TI has specifically designated as military grade or "enhanced plastic" are designed and intended for use
in military/aerospace applications or environments. Buyer acknowledges and agrees that any military or aerospace use of TI components
which have not been so designated is solely at the Buyer's risk, and that Buyer is solely responsible for compliance with all legal and
regulatory requirements in connection with such use.

TI has specifically designated certain components which meet ISO/TS16949 requirements, mainly for automotive use. Components which
have not been so designated are neither designed nor intended for automotive use; and TI will not be responsible for any failure of such
components to meet such requirements.

Products Applications

Audio www.ti.com/audio Automotive and Transportation www.ti.com/automotive

Amplifiers amplifier.ti.com Communications and Telecom www.ti.com/communications

Data Converters dataconverter.ti.com Computers and Peripherals www.ti.com/computers

DLP® Products www.dlp.com Consumer Electronics www.ti.com/consumer-apps

DSP dsp.ti.com Energy and Lighting www.ti.com/energy

Clocks and Timers www.ti.com/clocks Industrial www.ti.com/industrial

Interface interface.ti.com Medical www.ti.com/medical

Logic logic.ti.com Security www.ti.com/security

Power Mgmt power.ti.com Space, Avionics and Defense www.ti.com/space-avionics-
defense

Microcontrollers microcontroller.ti.com Video and Imaging www.ti.com/video

RFID www.ti-rfid.com   

OMAP Mobile Processors www.ti.com/omap TI E2E Community e2e.ti.com

Wireless Connectivity www.ti.com/wirelessconnectivity   

Mailing Address: Texas Instruments, Post Office Box 655303, Dallas, Texas 75265
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